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CORRECTION

1) réponse B
2) réponse D
3) réponse C
4) réponse A
5) réponse B
6) a : Le grand-père
b : Le chien
c : La mère
d : Le fils
7) réponse A
8) réponse C

1ère page 
9) a : vert 
b : jaune
c : violet 
d : rouge
10) réponse C
11) réponse B
12) réponse C
13) réponse C
14) réponse B
15) réponse C
16) réponse A

2ème page 
17) réponse D
18) réponse C
19) réponse C
20) réponse D
21) réponse C
22) réponse A
23) réponse B

3ème page 
24) réponse C
25) réponse A
26) réponse B
27) réponse C
28) réponse D
29) réponse C

4ème page 
1) réponse B
2) réponse A
3) réponse B
4) réponse D
5) réponse A

Compréhension 
écrite



It means that, for the time being, you’re a beginner.

You are probably able to interact around…

Basic phrases and questions about yourself when 
people speak slowly and clearly

Simple numbers and time information

Simple words about your family, and anything very 
familiar to your everyday environment (weather, food, pet)

Build your vocabulary up, per theme or topic

Practise speaking for very short but regular period of times 

Master questions words (qui, quand, comment…)

Watch short videos to immerse yourself in the language 
on a regular basis, regardless of whether you understand fully 
what’s going on, or not! 
 

Focus on the present tense for now with simple action verbs 
(manger, jouer, voyager) 

WERE YOU ABLE TO ANSWER THE FIRST 6 QUESTIONS? 
If so, your level is most likely to be   A1A1

So, what does that mean? To progress, we suggest that you…



It means that you can master language basics

You are probably able to interact around…

Simple phrases, questions and information asked and 
given on personal needs and interests

Familiar topic of conversation; you can take part in a 
simple conversation when people speak slowly and clearly

Simple directions 

Start reading short and simple text about topics of interest

Create your own vocabulary booklet using any “routine 
words, verbs and expressions”

Listen to audio recording lasting more than 5 minutes and 
ensure you understand them fully (or nearly!) 

Study the past and future tense

Ensure that you can master the auxiliary verbs: être et avoir 
in the present tense and, to go and to do (aller et faire). 

WERE YOU ABLE TO ANSWER MOST OF THE FIRST 16 QUESTIONS? 
If so, your level is most likely to be a lower  A1A2

So, what does that mean? To progress, we suggest that you…



It means you have strong basics and can be considered at 
a pre-intermediate level

Instructions and descriptions related to travel/
work/family events if they are supported by practical 
demonstration

The main topics of TV news items/reporting events if 
there are accompanying by pictures

Various events (from a familiar source or environment) 
spoken about in the present, past and future using mainly 
regular verbs

A variety of vocabulary related to familiar topics 

Start practising French at least twice a week, in a structured 
way and immerse yourself in the language as much as possible 
(tv series, podcasts, bilingual magazines) 

Check out more varied and complex vocabulary linked 
to your favourite topics/themed and start practising them in 
simple sentences

Grammar may need to be a regular part of your learning 
routine! Start looking into pronouns.

WERE YOU ABLE TO ANSWER MOST OF THE FIRST 21 QUESTIONS? 
If so, your level is most likely to be a strong   A1A2

So, what does that mean? To progress, we suggest that you…

You are probably able to interact around…



It means you are at an intermediate level or even perhaps 
reaching an advanced level

Straightforward and complex information about 
everyday routine, travel experiences, work related topics 
and identify both general meaning and specific details if the 
speech is relatively clear 

The main elements of radio and TV/internet news 
bulletins and explain clearly what is being said/happening

Detailed directions and instructions

The meaning of unknown words from a familiar context

General and specific information from routine telephone 
calls

Practise real-life conversations by speaking with native 
French people

Watch TV shows and movies in French, without subtitles

Read French novels (ideally novels you may have read in 
English before, so you are familiar with the story)

Study more complex tenses and grammar rules

WERE YOU ABLE TO ANSWER ALMOST ALL THE QUESTIONS? 
If so, your level is most likely to be  B1  or even maybe a lower  B2B2B1

So, what does that mean? To progress, we suggest that you…

You are probably able to interact around…



can choose to enrol in 
one of our group or 1-1 language 
programmes (we have a choice of 
11 different foreign languages) and 
ask FOR YOUR £50 DISCOUNT 
VOUCHER (quoting TFFB21)

If you’re excited about reaching the next level up and finding out how you can do so, given your current level, 
your objectives, your availability, and budget, please know that our team can help you with 3 different options:

can ask to receive a booklet 
from the European Framework 
for Languages that will show you 
concretely what language learners 
do to reach various language levels, 
looking at all communication skills: 
speaking (spoken production and 
interaction), listening, reading, and 
writing.

can book a free 30-minute 
discovery call with one of our 
language experts – please email 
learn@thevici.com – we can 
organise something for you at our 
language academy in the Newbury 
town centre or online, using our 
language learning platform, i.VICI.

We hope this helps. 

You You You

The VICI Language Academy



À BIENTÔT DE VOS NOUVELLES !We look forward to speaking to you soon! 

Nathalie & the VICI Team
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